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Some marriages can go through a stretch where small
breakdowns in communication threaten the foundation of the
relationship. The inability to see eye to eye on issues may
create a volatile environment that leads to many sleepless
nights. In the NFL, volatile times often mean the beginning of a
new calendar year and the start of Free Agency. With the 2013
campaign now considered a washout for 31 teams, with the
exception of Seattle, the arduous process of re-evaluating last
seasons personnel moves to center stage. While most teams
fight to make the tough decisions to get under the mandated
cap,
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Featured Guest
Julian Payne
The story of Julian Payne is a simple story. Although there’s nothing simple about what
he does and how he does it, we wanted to take you into the Hair Lifestlyes of Julian
Payne Celebrity Master Barber and owner of H.L the Traveling Royal Barber Service Co.
At 33 years of age Julian Payne has taken the barbering industry a cut above the
competition. With fifteen years of experience under his belt, he has created a niche in
the barbering industry that cannot be ignored. He is originally from the east coast state
of Maryland where he honed his craft for eight years after attending Ohio State School of
Barbering and Cosmetology after high school in 1992. After his completion of barberi
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